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PRAYER 
Christian friend, do you put first things 
first? The first hour of consciousness each 
morning should be spent in prayer. 
Do you wish to meet perplexing circum­
stances -with a sweet tender spirit? Tarry be­
fore God until the love of Jesus fills your 
soul. 
Are you confused and baffled by the 
great whirl of life s activities? Go to God 
who is anxious to clarify your mind and give 
peace to your heart. 
Have you that sturdiness of spiritwhich 
will dare all for God? Commune with Him 
in whom is all strength. 
Have you lost the vision of Jesus and 
His poivar to save? Gat down on your knees 
OCTOBER 25, 1921 
PAGE TWO TAYLOR U>TTVEUPI r\ '" 
DR. RADER BEGINS HIS !> CONCERTS 
TEACHER AND LECTURER u a ;jf ' . .„uument of Christian 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY significance. Four hundred dollars Never in the history of the insti-
will build a room upon whose outer tufjon bas a larger crowd been ac-
door will be placed a suitable brass commot)ated at Taylor University 
tablet bearing the name of the one than gathered there Sunday afternoon 
thus remembered. Two hundred and !fi for the sacred concert. Many cf Taylor University, this fall, was an .... ... .... . , ^ , bet. ii) lor tne saiieu " J 
.« J.; : nw ±lfty dollars Wl11 furmsh the room and could net find either seats or stand-
The first appearance of Dr. Lyell 
M. Rader as a member of the faculty 
there will be a hanging on the wall ing room and were forced to depart. event of no ordinary importance. For two days he lectured in the college . . . ,, .x., , ... stating in whose memory the gut was _. ., , ^,,1^ ^Qn„0nn(i on auditorium to students and citizens President Tayloi had cancelled an , , , „ ml • made, 
who filled the hall. There were six important engagement elsewhere in 
lectures in all, every one ^aching GIRL,S' QUARTET SINGS IN order to be present on this occasion, 
the high-watei mark of educational piTT^RiiRrH and his gracious smile and contagious 
efficiency. PI11SBUKGH enthusaism contributed much to the 
To attempt to describe them would enjoyment of the vast audience. The 
be useless, since no language could do At the request ox the entertaining neigbborjng towns of Hartford City, 
them justice. Those who heard them pastor a Ladies Quartet from iaylor Marion) Muncie, Gas City, Jonesboro, 
went away with enlarged apprehen- University was sent to the Pitts- jrajrmount alu) VanBuren were well 
sion of the wonders of creation and burgh Annual Conference meeting repl.esentedi more than fifty being 
revelation, with a fund of knowledge fi'om October 12th to October lith. preserlt from Hartford City alone, 
that will -make God's Word and work Ihe girls report a delightiul and jyjany business men from Marion 
a source of perpetual inspiration in blessed time. mingled with the music lovers and the 
their lives. Life, light, matter, en- The Quartet was composed of Betty campus was crowded with automobiles, 
ergy, etc., are terms with a new Ellickson, Itosabelle Daugheity, Mabel Hundredg were turned away notwith. 
meaning in the unfoldings of science Landon and Aileen Kenrick. During gtanding the suppiementary seats in 
as spread before us by Dr. Rader, their short stay in Pittsburgh they ais]eSj Qn stairways and in everv 
whose knowledge of chemistry, "the sang in the Brushton M. E. Church, avai)able spotj and many who could 
most exact of all sciences," combined the Homewood M. E. Church, the 
with unusual insight into the scrip- Homewood Baptist Church ,the St. 
tures, enables him to show the harm- Stephen's Lutheran Church and the 
ony between God's Word and God's Union Gospel Mission where our own inadequacy ~of ~the~ auditorium ^ and 
handiwork. Dr. Shaw preaches.; facetiously announced that when the 
What a marvelous universe we live The girls were entertained in a aud;erlce had built a new auditorium 
in! What wonders of life, light, private home across from the church for the university the difficulties of 
power, and glory rise upon the under- and took their dinners and suppers insufficient seating capacity and the 
standing under the luminous teaching with the preachers and bishops in the crowded condition of the platform 
of this scientist and man of God! And Homewood Presbyterian Church. would be obviated. The president is 
what an educational opportunity is They had the pleasure of visiting to ,je sincerely congratulated upon the 
thus afforded those who come to Tay- the Fresh-Air-Farm outside of Pitts- success of Wg gacre(, concer(. project_ 
lor University for an adequate prepar- burgh and of seeing the Mellow estate, Be!ieving. as he doeg in mugic ag a 
and 
not be seated stood during the entire 
program. President Taylor made 
humorous reference repeatedly to the 
ing, or instrumentation, may feel as­
sured of a rich treat each week. 
ation to fulfill their mission in life! Harry Thaw's home and many other legitimate medium of worship 
Dr. Rader's next series of lectures significant places. recognizing the splendid array of tal­
is awaited with great anticipation. Their singing was used by the Holy ent jn thg facu,ty and gtudent body> 
-N. W. Spirit to bless the hearts of the mm- Presidellt Taylor is making. a strong. 
0 isters' and many told how they had eflort to establish this concert as a. 
MEMORIAL HALL been helped by it. One preacher said permanent Sundav feature A„ c]aggeg 
he was K0in"' home a bett3r Ch"stiaH of cjtizeng including. the mugica)i the 
D. L. Spiker, of Urbana, Indiana, and closer to God as a result of hav- devQut) and thogg who haye an apprs_ 
chairman of the Building Committee ing heard the quartet sing. ciati()Ti of fjng ta)ent -n SQng> read. 
of the Board of Trustees has landed The conference was held in the 
his corps of workmen on the site of Brushton Methodist Episcopal Church 
the new dormitory- These men come of Pittsburgh, of which Dwight L. 
from Indianapolis under the contrac- Myers is the pastor. Bishops McCon- 0,1 this occasion the university 
tor Mr Everitt. All the students are nell, Nicholson and Smith were pres- orchestra of fifteen pieces made 
encouraged to see the work started, ent. its initiaI appearance under the 
for it is the only avenue of expansion. Among the interesting features of direction of Prof. George Fenster-
The building is to be the shape of the great conference were the ad- macher. Their orchestration of the 
the letter "H" <rtving all the rooms dresses of the Hon. Roy Haynes, Fed- old, familiar hymns, was wholly ac-
outside windows. It will accommo- eral Prohibition Commissioner of cepta'ole, and the congregational sing-
date a hundred girls on each floor, and Washington, D. C„ Clarence T. Wilson ing under their leadership was most 
have large parlors, sitting rooms and and Dr. Garland I. Penn. inspiring. After the opening hymn 
recreation halls. Its name will be o by the orchestra and congregation 
"Memor i a l  Ha l l "  because we are pray- The Devil never takes a vacation. Miss Kobayashi, "The Song Bird o* 
ing that every room may be built in The church cannot afford to take Japan," sang a tender sacred sot g 
memory of some departed friend or one while the Devil is at work. with great beauty and swaetm, . The 
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Dr. A. Verne Westlake 
The faculty of the School of Music 
at Taylor University has been se­
lected to meet the demands of the 
most critical along artistic and 
aesthetic lines. At the head of this 
department is Prof. A. Verne West-
lake, pianist and teacher. As a stud­
ent his first work was done with 
private teachers. He received his 
B.Mus. from the Beaver College and 
Musical Institute in 1904 and four 
years later he got his Master's degree 
from the same school. In 1909 and 
1910 he was a member of the faculty. 
During the next two years he studied 
with Leschetizky, Prentner and Les-
niewski in Vienna. 
He founded the Pittsburgh Ex­
tended Conservatory in 1913. He had 
under him at this school forty teach­
ers and 2,000 students. Prof. West-
lake came to Taylor University in 
1915 as the Director of the School of 
Music. The degree of Doctor of 
Music was conferred on him in 1916. 
Prof. Westlake has also gained dis­
tinction as a composer. He was chair­
man of the program committee of the 
Indiana Music Teachers Association in 
1918 and secretary in 1919-20. Dur­
ing the last year he has studied in the 
Master Class of E. Robert Schmitz in 
Chicago. He has appeared as soloist 
with the Cleveland Symphony Orches­
tra, and with the orchestra at the 
Indiana Music Teachers Association. 
He has written extensively on tech­
nical and artistic subjects for the 
leading music periodicals of the coun­
try. Prof. Westlake has recently been 
signally honored by being selected as 
one of five judges for the National 
American Music Festival in the con­
tests for young American artists, held 
at Buffalo, New York. 
AMBITIONS FOR THE MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT AT TAYLOR 
UK.A. V(.KM'. WESTLAKE 
(By A. Verne Westlake.) 
The musical conservatory of Taylor 
University is preparing itself to rank 
in equipment, as it has in standards 
in the past, with the greatest musical 
conservatories of the world. It goes 
without saying that our ambition to 
vie with others is only engendered 
that we may yield an additional in­
fluence for Jesus Christ. Our whole 
musical faculty at the outset of this 
school year bowed their heads and 
consecrated themselves to God's will 
in behalf of the current year. No step 
has been taken without prayer and 
we are sure that with divine guidance 
we are bound to have real success. 
We are planning to turn out choir 
directors and church organists who 
will be a spiritual asset instead of the 
most depressing influence which the 
church has had. We are planning to 
equip students for evangelistic play­
ing and singing besides being able to 
command repertoire equivalent to the 
most drastic demands. Already our 
equipment is only half sufficient for 
the great demands of students in this 
department. It will be only a short 
time, as our equipment is enlarged, 
until we will be compelled to have a 
corps of thirty or forty teachers to 
meet the demand for our work. 
grace and charm of this, cultured 
Jairanese girl contributed much to the 
attractiveness of her number. 
Then followed the Atkinson quartet, 
composed of Mrs. Buit Atkinson and 
her three daughters, in a song of dedi­
cation, and the Racier orchestra, made 
up of Mrs. Lyell M. Rader and her 
three sons, who played an impressive 
arrangement of "The Star of Beth­
lehem." 
The Marimbaphone Trio of profes­
sional artists was next announced and 
was accorded an enthusiastic welcome 
upon this first appearance under the 
university management. Their unique 
musical instrument was a source of 
keen interest and their playing was 
exceedingly sweet and pleasing. Miss 
Helen Hall, pupil of Prof. Westlake 
then played the first movement of the 
McDowell Concerto, with Prof. West-
lake at the second piano. Miss Hall's 
playing was marked by much dash 
and artistry and showed great fluency 
in the passage work. Prof. H. Andre 
Schmidt, director of voice training, 
sang "Hear Me, 0 Lord," in a rich 
baritone, with great appeal and clear­
ly defined articulation. His tonality 
is faultless and his voice rich and 
smooth, having been developed-under 
the finest masters in America. Mrs. 
Schmidt plays her husband's accom­
paniments with unusual sympathy 
and support. Prof Barton R. Pogue 
of the School of Expression, read de­
voutly and impressively that master­
piece of hymnology, "O for a thou­
sand tongues," at the close of which 
Prof. Westlake struck the chord on 
the piano and Prof. Schmidt rose and 
lead the congregation in singing the 
hymi. Prof. West'ake's brilliant rend-
eri \g of the Deereus Prelude, played 
with his chara'teri: tic musicianhsip 
and the sure touch and faultless 
te hnic of the finished aitist was a 
f'tting climax to this remarkable pro­
gram. 
At its close President Taylor an­
nounced that beginning next Sunday 
there would be a nursery in operation 
for the care of the younger children 
and the relief of mothers who desire 
to be present at the conceits. Mrs. 
Douglas, a trained nurse, who is reg'-
istered at the university, will be in 
charge of this new feature. 
o 
EXACTLY 
The expression seems to have 
gotten abroad that the new biith is 
the Adam life worked up by culture 
and philanthrophy, and all of that. 
Hence, we've been going daffy on so­
cial service. Social servce is all 
right; I believe in it—but don't sub-Si^ 
stitute it for salvation, that's all! 
I'll go with you in all that, provid­
ing you'll put Jesus where He belongs. 
I don't knock it; I knock anything 
where you attempt to make a substi­
tute. I don't care whether it's your 
culture or whatever it may be— 
these things are all right in their 
place, but they're all wrong if you 
make them take the place of Jesus. 
—BILLY SUNDAY. 
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THE NEW MEMBERS OF OUR lege History Department. Before en- FIRST PIANO RECITAL OF 
FACULTY tering Taylor Miss Miles attended SEASON 
Wooster College and had had training Tuesday evening, Oct. 18th, an in-
As a reward for his untiring labor and some experience in normal work, teresting piano recital was given in 
during the last six months, Dr. Taylor Miss Sylvia Barnes comes to us Sterner Auditorium by Dr West-
was able to present a strong faculty f™m the Central Holiness University lake's Marion and Hartford City pu-
to Taylor students this fall. Although to take up English work in the Aca- P>ls. The program was one of -un-
many changes were made in last dgmy. She took her degree from Des usual interest—so varied were the 
year's corps enough of the old mem- Moines University and has had four characteristics of each number; and 
- , i years' exnerience in Hi oh School each conveyed such a wealth of in-bers are with us this year to make it yeaib expeirente m nign o.nuui j 
work terpretation that the entire prog-ram seem like home. * , , . . . . , , ? Academic History is now under Mrs. merited the enthusiastic applause it 
As Dean of Women as iea< o. Dallag AlbH ht ho h b in thig received. The program was as fol-
the English Department, Miss Xsabelle kind ^ ^ ^  ^  time_ ghe .g lowg; 
Ward has been secured Her manner & EarJham ^ ^ Part L 
shows much polish and intellectual ^ ^ Qn the Lake Williams 
perusaL All those m her classes have Profeggor Wegt,ake js assjsted in Ruth Case 
found that she demands a great de- ^ by & music duate f T Herald of Spring FrimI 
gree of care in the preparation of ^ ^  Jane p Campbe|| ^ Esther Cook 
W01 '. 6 °£®lve< p , 'V- TI j Ind. Since her graduation Miss Rhapsodie No. 2 Liszt 
Illinois State Normal, Columbia Urn- Can ^ ^ normal Dorothy Cole 
versitv and Park College. She taught . , ,. ,1 , . , „ ... , , . . , * . . , - „ . , course in public school music at Mun- ^ alse Aiabesque Lock 
in the Girls' College, Academy and ^ ^  June Morris 
Kmdergai ten in apan. ens ere tbe bea<] of tb Voca] Depart_ Concerto F Minor (1st Movement) 
turned to America she taught m the ^ .g R Amh.e Arensky 
o ege o ne zai s. He graduated from Moody Bible In- • Doris King 
The Department of Romance Lan- stitute and Northwestern University. Part II. 
guages has opened with muc \V ° I K  He has taught a year in Chicago, one Ballet Music from Rosamude 
and enthusiasm undei Bui ton •. yeal. jn Franklin Academy of Music, Shubei t-Fischoff 
Woodford of East Enid, aioma. and j.WQ years at Xarleton College of Dorothy Ellsworth 
He attended Hamilton College a in Pexas. He has a large class and Rigoleto Paraphrase .....Verdi-Liszt 
ton, N. Y. where he received his A. B. there .g much jn the Girlg, A]ta Horning. 
and A. M. degiees, and latei u urn Qjee Qlub, which is under his direc- Concerto D Minor (Last Move-
Theological Seminary where he took ^ Hfc ]eadership is fu„ of j ir. ment) MacDowell 
his B. D. degiee. ui er leseaic atjon jfor be sjng.s wRb mucb fee]jng Thelma Knoob 
took him to the Universities of Chi- and ^ an enthusiasm tbat ig catch. Valse E Major Moszkowski 
cago and Wisconsin for post-graduate ing_ Edwin Ferree 
work. Fourteen years of his life have 0 Hungarian Fantasy Liszt 
REVIVAL SPIRIT Sarah Sturgis been spent in teaching in Oklahoma, Texas, North Dakcta, Iowa and now 
in Indiana. Work under such a scholar 0n October 9th the M. E. Church SPECIAL STUDENTS ORGANIZE 
means much to Taylor students. was crowded to the doorg The pas_ Por the fh,gt tjme jn the Higt of 
All the Taylor students of a few tor, Maurice E. Barrett) preached a Tay,or UniveMity> thoge enrol]ed ag 
years ago will be glad to heai that very powerful sermon Qn -.Thc Judg._ Specia, Students which includes those 
Barton R. Pogue heads the School of ment„ The Holy Spir{t worke(, jn an ^ ^  Expresgion and Commer. 
Expression. He is already a staunch unusual wav anri m..mr • . w , w . 
friend of the present student body and convicted ® '^'"1 Depal*ments' have organized 
we hope he will enjoy his work at his An altar cal] a* a C,ass" The svince<1 at the 
old Alma Mater. After having re- two sco e of tull kneIt f t in meeting bodes big things for 
ceivedhisA B at Tavlor he studied n sc°re of so"ls knelt for salvation, the group. A large number were 
T  i i Q  n i - a^tei another prayed through present and the organization pro-at the Leland Powers School oi mnr,u • -, . . . , , . , PiU 
Spoken Word Boston University T U  U I a" praise- ceede(l with a very genuine enthu-
C, 1 t -r, ' c Those whose souls were satisfied bore siasm. The following officers were School of Theology, and Rice Summer testimnnv tn A A  ^ /. , , 8 ouicers vveie vrhnn1 testimony to that fact. Most of those elected: President, Mr. Walter Fleapde; 
Professor H. L. Blodgett comes to * . ZV*, .students" Bl'°- Barrett Vice-President, Miss Helen Hall; Sec-
take charge of the Department of Ag- DitVaydor.6' the altai' service by l etary, Miss Lillian Armstrong; 
riculture. He is a graduate of the Rro Rq,.,.0ff . Tieasuier, Mr. J. W. Johnson; Re-
Michigan State Normal College, and the salvation of £. stn'ml for Porter, Mr. Gerald F. Bush; Sergear.t 
Michigan Agricultural College. For „e Sed bv t, H^,messa^s at Mr. E. Barker. 
eighteen years he has been teaching hearts are hpino* f n° ^ u Jrlos^ an(' ^ that while the man-
in agricultural schools in Michigan truths He is I* ,°UC.le< ^ ^ e ^°spel agement of the school is working for 
and more recently has been Dean of that will swee * uT^ i01 ^ lev^va^ a ^)1^er anc' better Taylor, the stud-
Muncie Normal Institute. munity ^ ^ ^ ^ coni" 0 ts as a whole and as various groups 
Miss Ines Miles of Beloit, Ohio, who Students let L- are en^ennft' upon the new year • 
graduated from Taylor last spring is our pravers l|' UP Wl'^" a° increasec^ interest and an added 
assisting Professor Glasier in the col- "shaking nn"T f^1 °J d ffreat zest* 
shakino up ln this town for God. —G. F. Bush, Reporter 
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CHAPEL TALK 
By Prof. Glazier. 
The sixtieth chapter of Isaiah is 
an ode of congratulation to Zion 
(Israel) on her restoration at the 
Lord's second advent to her true po­
sition from which the Gospel will be 
diffused to the whole world. The 
language is too glorious io .• ply to 
anything that has yet happened or is 
happening- at the present time. While 
this is our position and faith, there is 
a lesson in the chapter which we wish 
to study today. 
According to the seventeenth verse 
—"For brass I will bring gold, and 
for iron I will bring silver, and for 
wood, brass and for stones, iron"— 
the prophet is think ing of tns divine 
principle of the exchange and trans­
formation of values. It is something 
better and finer coming from the 
thing that is given. Here is the sig­
nificance of a real and Christian edu­
cation. Such an education is more 
than the understanding of the relation 
of values, it is the ability to trans­
form values into greater values. 
Our age has no more important 
task than making the mind of men 
and of nations according to the mind 
of Christ. This is vastly more than 
imparting information on secular or 
sacred matters, vastly more than 
training for efficiency, culture or re­
finement, vastly more than education 
for citizenship, or even the making 
of character in a general way. The 
education about which we are think­
ing now, includes these and much 
more. The mind of the world is not 
being made right by the forces now 
at work upon it. Our view is that 
education in Taylor University, in 
China, and everywhere, must reach up 
tc that Mind that deserves to be made 
in all the world, the Mind of Christ. 
Such education is a sacramental thing. 
When this is our conception of an ed­
ucation our school life will certainly 
have within it a conscientiousness as 
to time and general conduct. In our 
preparation we must seek to*gat far-
more than what is commonly under­
stood by an education. We must learn 
the Mind of Christ that we may take 
His mind to the world. "As a man 
thinketh in his heart so is he" has 
a profound personal and world signifi­
cance. There is 'a something' that 
must lay hold of much more than our 
intentions; that goes to the depths of 
our personalities, into our thoughts, 
and into the desires behind our think­
ing. To get this is to get a Christ­
ian education. 
Do we see the bearing of this? 
Education is so sacramental, that our 
best, including our lives, should be 
given for it. 
o 
WHAT THEN? 
A certain good man was living at a 
university when a young man, whom 
he had known as a boy, ran up to him 
with a face of delight, and told him 
what he had long been wishing for 
above all things in the world was at 
length fulfilled, his parents having 
just given him leave to study law. 
Thereupon he had come to the law 
school at this university on account 
of its g-reat fame, and meant to spare 
no labor or pains in getting through 
his studies as quickly and as well as 
possible. In this way he ran on a long 
time, and when at last he came to a 
stop, the good man, who had been 
listening to him with great patience 
and kindness, said: 
"Well, and when you have got 
through your course of study, what 
do you mean to do them ?" 
"Then I shall take my doctor's de­
gree," answered the young man. 
"And then," continued the youth, "I 
shall have a number of difficult and 
knotty cases to manage, shall catch 
people's net he by nry eloquence, my 
zeal, my acuteness, and gain a great 
reputation:" 
"And what then," repeated the holy 
man. 
"And then," pursued the young 
lawyer, "then I shall live comfortably 
and honorably in wealth and dignity, 
and shall be able to look forward 
quietly to a happy old age." 
"And what then?" 
"And then," said the youth, "then I 
shall die." 
Here the holy man again asked: 
"And what then?" Whereupon the 
young man made no answer, but cast 
down his head and went away. The 
last "And what then?" had pierced 
a;xl he could:not get clear of it. Soon 
after he forsook the study of law and 
gave himself up to the ministry and 
spent the remainder of his days in 
godly words and works.—Christian 
Herald. 
o 
Labor is man's greatest function. 
He is nothing, he can be nothing, he 
can achieve nothing, he can fulfill 
nothing without labor.—Orville Dewey 
o 
It takes a crank to turn things. 
STUDENT REGISTER 
(Continuation from last issue) 
Old Students—Music 
Louise Buckles, Upland 
Maltha Curry, Upland. 
Rosabelle Daug-herty, Rensselaer. 
Helen P. Hall, Pittsburg, Pa. 
Mearl Himelick, Upland. 
Dawn Miller, Upland. 
Lucile Oren, Upland. 
Gerald Oren, Upland. 
Mrs. A. W. Pugh, Upland. 
Mary A. Shaw, Wilkinsburg, Pa. 
Snow Stewart, Upland. 
Ernestine Thomas, Upland. 
Doris Yeater, Upland. 
Lawrence Yeater, LTpland. 
Alice Wesler, Batesville, Ind. 
Commercial New 
Martha Collins, Daleville. 
Harry Fisherbuck, Upland. 
David Griffith, Wilmore, Ky. 
Mrs. Eva M. Martin, Cranesville, Pa. 
Mary Ann Sneed, Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
Clarence Snyder, Upland. 
Maude Shelby, Blackford Co. 
Commercial—Old 
Edilberto Chavey, Callai, Peru. 
Virgil Freese, Upland. 
English Bible—New 
C. W. Kale, Mor.tpelier. 
Mearl Himelick, Upland. 
William F. Johnson, Fulton. 
Dorothy Leech, Malvern, Pa. 
Charles F. Lusk, Lima, Ohio. 
A. G. Winkle, Lima, Ohio. 
English Bible—Old 
Mausel B. Ferguson, Upland. 
Walter A. Fleagle, Baltimore, Md. 
Mary McCarthy, New Hampshire, O. 
Post Graduates 
Fred D. Wilde, Ashville, N. C. 
John Ward Rose, Upland. 
New Students—Special 
Wilberta Brower, N. Providence N. J. 
Frank E. Gehring, Galesburg, 111. 
Mervin Hunt. West Lafayette. 
Mrs. Rollie Poe, Upland. 
Herman Rojas, San Jose, Costa Rica. 
M. Louise Smith, Gilson, 111. 
Pauline Woodford, Grand View. 
Old Students—Special 
Lillian Armstrong, New Castle, Pa 
Mrs. E. N. Gilbertson, Upland. 
Percy Olson, Upland. 
Mrs. C. S. Thompson, Upland. 
Pre-Academic 
Henry Casanas, Havana, Cuba. 
John Davis. Seaman, Ohio. 
Elizabeth Eaton, Upland. 
J. S. Kerr, Upland. 
Frances Rader, Chicago, 111. 
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LOCALS Miss Pharaba Polhemus spent Oct. FROM CATHOLICISM TO CHRIST. 
15 and 16 at her home in Daleville, 
Ind. I was born and reared a Roman 
The girls' quartet of Taylor Uni- Catholic. At the age of seven I was 
. .. Miss Marione Osborn and Florence 
versity attended the annual confei- compelled to make confession to the 
, . . . . , . Moreland. students of last year, spent 
ence of ministers at Pittsburgh, Pa. priest, though deep in my heart I did 
,, , . , „ the week-end visiting old friends and They sang the gospel in such a way " not approve of such procedure 
that the audience knew they were becoming acquainted with the "New 
.. At the age of twelve I made mv 
filled with the love of God. The ' • " ,. . . , lirst communion, and two years later 
girls also had dinner on Sunday with Dean and Mrs. Ayres and Mis, wag confirmed by the bighop With 
Dr. Shaw and family of Wilkensburg. Sylvia Barnes and Prof. Stanley at. M ^ however> j did not find peace 
Miss Zena Walker and Mr. Charles tended the Annual Teachers' Confer- in my heart, for there was something 
Shilling were the guests of Mr. and ence at Indianapolis. within that longed for the things of 
Mrs. Peele the evening of Oct. 11th. M.gs Wo]fe ^ Ruth Arm_ the world. Often I went to the priest 
Miss Shigeri Kobayashi spent a strong were home over the week end. to ®ord?ess the. in. which I had corn-
few days at the home of Miss Olive mitted since the last confession, but 
Dunn of South Bend, Indiana. Rev. and Mrs. Frank Long, of 1 t0Und ™ abldlnS faction and 
„ , , . , , „ , consequently slipped back to the same 
We are glad to have you with us Farm,and- Illd" RPent Monday and old life. 
Rev. Pugh and we hope that this will Tuesday in our midst. ^ ^  Noyember f 
Miss Inez Miles spent Oct. 21, 22 attended a revival meeting in my 
There are happy occassions in every o , OQ home town. Though a Catholic and 
life to which we look back with pleas- ' 6 pU6S ° r' an< rS" forbidden to attend Protestant meet-
ant memories. Mrs. Taylor will have ou'ton of Matthews. ings, some way the Lord strove with 
fond recollections of her first birth- my heart and drew me into the spirit-
day party in the dining hall of T. U. r" alK 1S" svoith Frank left lia[ atmosphere. The songe and the 
May each year bring more joy and ^01 R°one> Iowa and were honored preaching of the Word—Oh, how they 
happiness is our most sincere wish for by a farewell reception Monday even- gripped my hungry heart! After two 
her. ing. Some of the students were in weeks °t faithful attendance, one af-
Mr. Orville French preached at attendance. te™°" when I was riding on a load 
Wilkinson, Indiana, Oct. 9th. of tde it seemed that my past life, 
Rev. and Mrs. Russel Fenstermach- f t 8 SmS whlch 1 had C°m" 
We can't save time. The best we . mitted, came before me and my heart 
can do is to improve it as it passes. 61 0 0 0 visited George Fenster- felt as if it would break. I thought 
~ n , , i ,i macher' Monday. of Jesus and His goodness to me; how One of the Gospel teams under the u , , . ® , 
i j i.. t n/r- wt n t- t- e "ad kePt me from complete de-
leadersh.p of Miss Walker went to Dorothy McMacken, a former stud- struction. Oh, how my heart went 
Farmland where they met with won- f • -f , - . , , 
derful success. "If the Lord is with i ' , fnends at the Colle^e' ,°Ut fm,ln reP<mtance and sudden-
us who can be against us." Sunday" 'Y .the bl"'de" ™lled away and Peace 
and joy flooded my soul. I received 
Mr. Stanley Weed expects his wife Miss Mary Shilling spent the week somethin8' which I had never pos-
and baby to arrive on the compus en(, at the home flf Mr ?n(| sessed—Christ Jesus in my heart. 
sometime Friday. E(%ar Thornburgh ' " u°'U A ^ a"d & h&If 
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Albright spent ' later 1 SOUf11 the Lord for Holiness 
a few days with Mr. Albright's par- Rev. Wickersham of Noble Street wark of «TaCC' 
ents at Winchester, Indiana. Church, Anderson and Rev Re, H and aR the Heavenly Father never dis-
' erson> and Kev- Bentley appoints, He came in gracious power 
Dr. Lyell Rader was heartily ap- of Flrst Church, Anderson, attended mid baptized my heart with the Holy 
plauded at the Pennsylvania State chapel service Monday; Rev. Bentlev Gllost and fire. Glory be to God! It 
Sunday School Convention at Altoona. led the service. was wonderful, and it is still wonder-
His lectures on "Science and the ful for that same fire is burning with 
Bible" were appreciated and enjoyed Dr. Taylor gave a missionary ad- brilliancy illuminating my heart today. 
to such an extent that he has been dress in Celina> 0]lio> gt g (J." . It is delightful to live in Canaan. 
invited to speak in New Castle, Pa., „ ,  '  '  TJPWDV T **,  ONRTTQ 
next month. conference held there Tuesday even- -HENRY J. MARQUIb. 
ing, Oct. 18th. ~° 
Miss Alice McClellan visited Tayior Some men do right only because 
friends Wednesday, Oct. 19th. She is The boilers for the new heating tbey are t°° c°wardly to do wrong, 
on her way to Wichita, Kansas. plant arrived Tuesday. This will em 
New students continue to arrive. ab'e the workmen to get things in • ^"° nlatter what you happen to be-
We welcome you, Miss Cox, Miss shape for heating all the buildino- • lieve' your deeds are going to atra't 
Witchel. the near future." a !?0od deal n,ore attention than your 
creeds. 
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TRAVEL TALK 
James M. Taylor 
The Wolf Boy 
During my recent visit to the 
Orient I made an expedition into south 
central India and had the privileg'e of 
visiting the identical "Jungle Land" 
about which Kipling writes in his 
Jungle Tales. Our party including 
bishops and missionaries penetrated 
to a point two hundred miles from 
any railroad, where all kinds of wild 
and ferocious beasts abound. Panthers, 
tigers and wild boars confronted us 
and ran across our path at night. 1 
was one of three men who sat in the 
motor car with our guns across our 
knees prepared for any emergency. 
About eleven o'clock one night we ran 
down a wild boar, the largest hog I 
ever saw in my life. The front fend­
ers of the car struck him and I had 
the privilege of unloading my gun 
into him. 
The very day before my arrival at 
his home in southern India our mis­
sionary, Mr. Perkins, had shot a pan­
ther, and a tiger had carried off his 
dog from the porch of his house. 
About the same time a leopard had 
entered his back yard and stolen a 
calf. 
Children abandoned by their parents 
are sometimes carried off by wild ani­
mals. Some have been known to sur­
vive and grow up among the wolves, 
knowing no life or habit but that of 
the animal world. This fact furnishes 
the basis for Kipling's tale of the 
Wolf Boy whose counterpart I met in 
real life at Jagdalpur, the very place 
which the story mentions. I visited 
the falls and crossed the river to 
which the poet refers, and here I me: 
the real Wolf Boy. 
He had been carried off to the lair 
of the wolves in his infancy and had 
lived their life, eaten their food, and 
become an animal with them. He was 
discovered by a group of British gov­
ernment officers who constituted a 
hunting party. They captured the 
little animal-child, but finding him 
savage and uncontrollable they lodged 
him in jail. The boy who was prob­
ably thirteen or fourteen years old 
had never before seen a human form 
nor heard a human voice. He knew 
no language, and so was terrified and 
fought all mankind like the little beast 
that he was. 
Neither the jailer nor the keepers 
could manage this singular creature 
which had the body of a man, but 
which walked on all fours, ate off 
the ground, and barked and snapped 
at all who approached him. It was 
finally suggested to the town magis­
trate that the American mission was 
the place and the missionaries were 
the people to care for the Wolf Boy, 
and the magistrate himself waited 
upon the superintendent and gained 
permission to place the boy in their 
charge. Here the uniform kindness 
and solicitude shown him aroused the 
boy's confidence and subdued his pas­
sions. His dormant mentality awoke 
and he slowly dropped his savage hab­
its, learned to walk j:i an upright po­
sition, to eat like a human being, and 
to speak as man speaks. 
At the time of my visit he had been 
eighteen months in our mission and in 
this period had become quite civilized. 
During my visit I preached about the 
life in Christ and he gave his heart 
to God, saying "I want that God!" He 
then knelt and prayed to Christ to 
save him from sin. 
The boy is now responsive and in­
telligent in his school work, and has 
developed a kindliness of disposition 
whi'h astonishes those who knew him 
in his original wild and uncouth state. 
'AND IT WAS DARK AND JESUS 
WAS NOT COME TO THEM"— 
Jno. 6:17 
Brother, why should you turn to be 
a lawyer and plead for sin as though 
the atonement was a failure and sin a 
necessity. It's no use for you to pil­
low your head on some misapplied 
and wrongly interpreted passage of 
Scripture ,and slumbe- away in the 
cradle of carnal security when God is 
thundering in tones of Sinai saying, 
Sin not," "SIN NO MORE." 
The failure of many to realize the 
value of things until they suddenly 
end is obvious. Our appreciation 
grows with the denial of those things 
that we look upon as matter-of-fact. 
The Wanderer on the desert, who was 
dying from thirst, expressed his ap­
preciation for the spring of water that 
he providentially found, by making a 
vow before God that if he were per­
mitted to return home, he would dig 
with his hands a well by the roadside 
where the passerby might slake his 
thirst. During the recent war, we 
learned to express our appreciation 
for biscuits after undergoing a diet of 
corn-bread. 
The material realm is not the only 
realm, however, in which we are guilty 
of ingratitudes. The spiritual realm 
of life suffers equally as much, if not 
more. In America people are too 
much accustomed to religion. They 
become gospel hardened. Thirty years 
ago people trembled at the Word of 
God; today they scorn or laugh. This 
attitude bespeaks a moral and spirit­
ual darkness that can never be dis­
pelled unless the Christ of Galijee 
speaks peace to the angry wave%-
superstition, idolatry, unbelief, and 
paganism in what ever form it ap­
peal's. The storm-tossed disciples 
found that Christ was the only one 
who was able to calm the waves and 
bring them safe to shore. It will be 
a blessed day when all of Christ's 
followers catch the vision of this 
omnipotent Saviour and go out into 
the whitened fields of the world with 
a message of salvation. For, dark­
ness reigns supreme where Christ has 
not yet come. We have only to trace 
our ancestry back a few generations 
to prove this statement. 
Some people take great pride in 
tracing their ancestry to some king or 
prominent family. But they stop 
there. Just a few years farther back. 
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they would have found these same an­
cestors standing around a fire in the 
wilderness of Europe; a motley array 
to be sure, with raiment of skins and 
diet of uncooked meat. Their palace 
was a shelter made from the boughs 
of the forest trees. Religion con­
sisted of one law, Might makes Right. 
It was dark then for Jesus had not 
yet come. 
And today it is dark in many parts 
of the world: In India where enforced 
marriage of children is decreed; where 
widows are burned at the death of 
their husbands, or made slaves for 
life by his parents; the children fed 
to the alligators as a sacrifice to the 
Gods; and with no law but the law 
of the stronger, no justice but that 
exploited from the weak by the 
strong. In China, which has been the 
grave-yard of the world, there are 
conditions that beggar description. 
Life is a blank to a majority of the 
people. The children are taught not 
to hope. Gods of cruelty, caprice, and 
lust hold them with their iron grip of 
superstition. The final chapter of the 
individual life is summed up in the 
word "oblivion." Truly, it is dark 
there for Jesus is not yet come. Sim­
ilar conditions prevail in Africa, 
Egypt, and many other countries, 
where Christ has no place in the coun­
cils of men. 
The only light spots in all the world 
is where the pure Christianity of 
Christ is planted. All other so-called 
lights have failed. Buddhism, Confu­
cianism, Mohammedanism, and Phil­
osophy have never been able to satisfy 
the longing of men's hearts. The 
Greek conception of God was beauty; 
the Romans, strength; the philoso­
phers, force; the Jews, law; but the 
Christians, love. And because of tiiis 
conception of Christendom we have a 
land of hospitals, schools, libraries, 
orphanages, and homes for the aged. 
Better working and living conditions, 
courts of justice for the weak as well 
as for the strong, and the privilege 
to worship God according to the dic­
tates of one's own conscience, consti­
tute the aftermath of this coming of 
Christianity to our shore. To those 
who prize this rich heritage, and have 
found Him, who is the light, I besee : i 
you not to forget that it was dark 
in your heart, in your home, and foi 
your future prospects until Jesus 
came and stilled the waves. Let us 
be mediums through which Christ may 
come to those in darkness. 
—E. A. FIDDLER. 
ALUMNI NEWS 
Albert Davis was married Septem­
ber 20th at New Orleans to Miss 
Stewart who comes from Nebraska. 
They will live at Houston, Texas this 
year. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cook live at 
Forest, Indiana. Mr. Cook is pastor 
of the Methodist Church! 
Eleanor Zange is taking nurses' 
training at the Frances Willard Hos­
pital in Chicago. She says that she en­
joys the work very much. 
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Miller 
of Winfield, Kans., will be pleased to 
know that their little son, Lowell, is 
improved in health and able to at­
tend school. 
Miss Laura Krohn is teaching near 
her home at McClure, Ohio. 
John Collier is attending North­
western University this year. Mrs. 
John Collier, formerly Lucille Dunlap, 
is taking a music course at Chicago 
Training School. 
Stuart Stoke is the principol of the 
High School at Hillsboro, New Hamp­
shire. 
Dr. Wray using geometry to illus­
trate his point: "It's like that theorum 
that the square of the angles of a 
triangle is equal to the hypotenuse, 
(then as a smile went around the 
class) well it's like that any way, but 
geometry isn't my specialty." 
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Kirk and their 
two sons live at Wheelersburg, Ohio. 
Mr. Kirk is the M. E. Pastor there. 
Mrs. Kirk will be remembered as 
Hazel Tolls. 
Ralph Johnson was married 
September 25 th to Larraine 
Freet of Garvin, Iowa. He expects 
to go on the Lyceum platform this 
winter. 
Florence Moreland is attending 
Muncie Normal this year. She ex­
pects to pay us a visit soon. 
ot 
SEND IT TO 
"THE HOUSE 
OF CLEANLINESS 
Laundry 
Dry Cleaning 
Carpet Cleaning 
Watch for the White Truck 
Announcements were received 
the birth of Mildred Ruth Jenkins on j BROWN LAUNDRY 
October 1st. Mr. Jenkins is attending i  ^  Dry  Clean ing  Co  
W. and J. University and is living at 
Washington, Pa. LOYD OLSON, Agent 
Mr. and Mrs. William Stuart and 
two children, Lenore and Warren 
Moore, are living in Baltimore, Md. 
"Bill" is representing the Sherwood 
William's Paint Co. Mrs. Stuart was 
formerly Miss Helene Raymonde. 
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Harding an­
nounced the birth of Mary Margaret 
last May. Mr. Harding is now living 
at Knox, Pa. 
j DR. W. D. PLACE j 
j Dentist j 
| One Square East of Weiler's | 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Mr. L. R. Norvelle is Director of 
Speech at Iowa State University, Iowa 
City, Iowa. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bushey and 
baby, Richard Alva, live at Sung 
Kiang, China. They enjoy their work 
among the Chinese very much. Mrs. 
Bushey was Lillian Skow who was a 
former Taylor student as was also Mr. 
Bushey. 
Bake-Rite Bakery 
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS, 
AND CAKES 
So. Side Square. Phone 37 
Hartford City, Ind. 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
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EXPRESSION III. 
Prof. Pogue: "Take the position for 
indecision, Miss Atkinson!" 
Mildred: "I don't believe I can." 
Prof. Pogue: "Very little mentality 
is expressed. It ought to be easy for 
you." 
Miriam Teed to Mabel Landon who 
has just returned from the "Smoky 
City." 
Oh, did you see anything of my 
umbrella? I left it on the train at 
Columbus." 
W. Smith: "Isn't Smith a common 
name?" 
Alice Adella: "Yes, but I'd like to 
keep it always." 
Miss Daugherty while motoring 
around Lovers' Loop in Pittsburgh: 
"Oh, I'm so dizzy." 
Mabel Landon: "Did you say 
Desey ?" 
A small boy was scrubbing the 
front porch of a house the other day 
when a lady asked: 
"Is your mother in?" 
Unusual Greek Translations 
Miss Ortlip: "The Euphrates river 
was without resources." 
Harold Slagg: "It was not right to 
"Do you think I'd be scrubbing the strike the bowmen with the heavy-
porch if she wasn't?" he replied. armed soldiers." 
Jack Rose: "I've been married three 
months but I'm not tired of loving 
Mattie." 
Jean Rose: "I'm not even engaged 
but I'm sick of it already." 
Heard in Greek Class 
Harold Slagg: Prof. Evans, is that 
the correct word for the first person 
singular, plural on the board? 
ENGLISH XIV. 
Mattie Rose: Those plays you have 
marked don't have any author do 
they ? 
In Sophomore Class Meeting 
Miss Alice Smith had been elected 
chairman of entertainment committee. 
Pres.: "Question or remarks?" 
Wallace Teed: "I'd like to say a | 
word for Miss Smith. She is a royal | 
entertainer. I speak from personal i 
• experience. 
SEE us m isa- **- SEE US 
FIRST MW MirTl |'| i tVT'1 Tw IB * FIRST 
We give a 10 per cent discount to all Taylor University students 
READY-TO-WEAR DRY GOODS SHOES 
Miss Miles chaperones Junior picnic, ... 
but oh horrors! Pilgrim was heard i 
saying: "Why Miss Miles that's my ? 
hand you are holding." -
T/ie Store 
One Cent Sale 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
October 27—28—29 
The Pioneer Drug Store 
Upland, Indiana 
Hot Point Electric Iron 
To Students—Curtail  Expenses by 
Doing Your Own Pressing. 
A 6=Pound Eiectric Hot Point a! the 
Low Price of 
$6.95 
Loy Furniture Co. 
Upland, Ind. Phone 11 
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Lillian Armstrong dividuals. Suppose we speak plainly. 
J^y Rector institution, however great or 
..Eloise Abbey ,. . . , , . , ,, 
Walter W. Rose small> can ,onS' exist and exist wed 
without some form of government. 
a conceded fact. Then how . Francis H. Fletcher 
THE POWER OF CHOICE 
This is 
essential it is for us as a student body 
to uphold the noble ideals of our dear 
T. U.! How important it is for us to 
co-operate with our Senate which we 
supported by legal vote to be our 
governing power! How much should 
we appreciate our faculty and ail 
those whose interests are bent on bet­
tering our T. U.! Indeed, we can 
choose to do all these things with no 
great sacrifice on our part. "But the 
restrictions are too binding!" Perhaps 
—but suppose we choose to be our 
own "boss." We can. We can choose 
to square our shoulders, assume a de­
fying posture and "speak our minds."' 
We can break over every form of 
legal behavior and plead sanity on the 
(By Edmund Cortez) 
No greater endow 
been given to man than the power of 
choice. Upon this fact principally 
rests the progress of every 
and upon this fact also hinges the 
destiny of the human soul. What de­
liberation, what consideration, what 
wisdom in the Godhead to entrust so 
much to man! The power of choice— 
the power to be friendly or unfriend­
ly; selfish or unselfish; loving or 
hateful; obedient or disobedient; the 
power to choose God, salvation; or 
Satan, destruction. "Choose ye this 
day whom you will serve." 
This power is exercised every day 
in every phase of life. The business 
man chooses to conduct his business 
in accordance with the fundamental 
laws of business, in which case, all 
other things being equal, he is assured 
litical and moral freedom granted to 
the people by the powers that be, 
which do not rise in conflict with the grounds of free moral agency. We can 
,mp„t „nlllH haw popular standard of morals. Such tcar down our moraI standard asainst 
freedom cannot be abused without its every P'ea the Senate. But will 
dire results. Thus a subject can either we not remember to be patient with 
individual ch°ose to suppoit the laws of the land and thankful for 
and be an uplift to society in general 
or he can choose to be an outlaw and 
incur the stern decision of the court. 
Christianity is triumphing because 
some men make Christ their choice. 
There is nothing stale about Christ­
ianity. The whole institution is pro­
gressive because each of its members 
chooses to keep inj step with God. 
the consequences. 
They may not be conducive to pleas­
ure but we had the power to choose. 
RADERGRAMS. 
Cold storage is to keep dead things 
from spoiling. 
Most Christians spout before they 
sprout—you want to get out of school 
Other men choose to follow strange before you sprout, before you get your 
and unsound doctrines which mar their education. 
characters, lead them wrong and A lie falls short of an illustration, 
eventually bury them in outer dark- I am hot much for in-for-mation; I 
ness. They all have the power of am for what there is in it. 
that all Say, I forgot to tell you 
your good looks are iron! 
You can break a man's leg and go 
to jail; you can steal a man's property 
and go to jail; you can kill a man and 
g-o to jail, but you can damn a million 
choice. 
"Since T have the power of choice, 
let me choose wisely; for my choice 
success; or he may choose to conduct means my destiny." 
his business in accordance with his Nor is the power of choice wanting 
own self-conceived ideas and notions i„ Taylor University. Here where the souls with higher criticism and evolu-
which will sooner or later, all things light of liberty is ever aglow, we are tion and get a degree and be called 
being equal, find his undertaking tot- apt to be minus our appreciation of it. a great professor of philosophy, 
termg and he himself almost if not When we lose our appreciation for Theories do not make factories. 
totally "broke. In every civilized the liberty we already have ,it is very o 
nation there is a certain liberty and a easy to argue thus: I have no liberty, If a boy is lost 
certain freedom such as religious, po- no freedom. Therefore I cannot home. 
he's a waif from 
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CHRONICLE 
Oct. 6—Eurekans give stag party 
in gymnasium. They report a good 
time, but how do we know ? 
Oct. 7—Thalonians give a splendid 
program. Who says the Thalos lack 
"pep ?" 
Oct. 8—Organization of girl's new 
debating club. "And do you tell me 
of a woman's tongue?" 
Oct. 9—Many are fortunate enough 
to enjoy chicken dinners. Wonderful 
evening service at M. E. Church. 
Oct. 10—Dr. Lyell Rader begins a 
series of Biblical lectures. Great 
Philo-Thalo membership drive. 
Oct. 11—Girl's quartet leaves for 
Pittsburgh, Pa., to sing at Annual 
Methodist Conference. Dr. Rader con­
cludes his lectures. We surely appre­
ciate the opportunity of hearing this 
wonderful man. 
Oct. 12—Dinner party given at Din­
ing Hall in honor of Mrs. Taylor's 
birthday. We wish her .many happy 
returns. 
Oct. 13—"Subscribe for the Echo!" 
"Thanks!" 
Oct. 14—Philaletheans give a good 
program. Basket Ball game between 
Limburgers and Pork Chops. Rah! 
Rah! Rah! Limburgers! 
Oct. 15—Soangetahas give reception 
for new debating club, henceforth 
known as "Mnankas." Philos enter­
tain new members with a "Backwards" 
party. Imagine Wesley Pugh being 
backward! 
Oct. 16—Auditorium crowded for 
afternoon Sacred Concert. Come 
again. 
Oct. 17—The tennis courts became 
popular again. 
Oct. 18—Junior picnic. Piano re­
cital given by Dr. Westlake's Marion 
students. Bush will take his exercise 
on the campus henceforth. 
Oct. 19—First number of Lyceum 
course at M. E. Church. 
POORMAN'S 
Sanitary Grocery 
For 
STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES 
All kinds of Fruits and 
Vegetables in Season 
C. E. Poorman 
UPLAND, IND. 
I JAMES THOMPSON! 
! DOCTOR OF CHIROPRACTIC f 
Phone 1121 Over Post Office | 
Upland, Ind. f 
i WOMEN'S WEAR 
i 
j THE QUEEN CITY 
"LUJIM" 
Home Made Candy ; j 
Absolutely pure. Fresh daily. | | 
Special Orders Taken. Phone 1121 | ? 
For sale at University Store. | T 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
Ralph C. Cottrell 
Glasses Scientifically Fitted 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN. 
421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank 
Phone 246 Marion, Ind. 
DR. W. H. ERVIN 
DENTIST 
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193 
Cooley Blk. Hartford City 
Are You With 
Those You Love 
Separation never occurs 
between friends having a 
Larrimer interpretative 
photographic portrait. 
THE LARRIMER 
ART SHOP 
High Quality 
PORTRAITS 
Bobby: "Mother, what are pray-
Mcther: "Messages to heaven, 
dear." 
Bobby (thoughtfully): "Oh, I see; 
we wait until bed time to get the 
night rate." 
Davis: "I see Pilgrim has taken a 
ontract for moving buildings." 
Rose: "How's that." 
Davis: "Why last night I saw him 
ransporting a Hall from the campus. ' 
ON THE SQUARE MARION, IND. 
SEE MARTIN DAVIS FOR KODAK WORK 
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tegrity of the Old Testament contra-
f ! dieted the alfirmations of Jesus 
1 Thp T.pnvpn <»I* MnHprnimn ? c h r i s t >  "  b e c a m e  n e c e s s a r y t 0  d e «y i X. Al e I J' <1V 1 11 XIX ItXIIUClillBlll |His competence to speak on such sub-
Prof. Newten Wray in Moody Bible Institute Monthly i jects. He Was influenced by the 
i I language of His time! He got His 
views of the future (such is the es-
It is a strange principle of exegesis the meal; therefore the meal is not sence of this bold infidelity now mas-
that makes a term in one place con- the word, as postmillennialism sup- querading in the name of Christian-
tradict what it means in all other poses, since the gospel is not hidden ity) from Jewish apocalytical beliefs 
places of the Bible. Even in the group in the world; if it were, nobody would and therefore taught something out 
of kingdom parables, where leaven is be saved (2 Cor. 4:2-4). Neither is of harmony with the spiritual nature 
supposed by some to stand for the the gospel mixed with the world, as of His kingdom. 
gospel, the law of harmony precludes leaven is mixed with meal; its power Such men do not hesitate to set up 
any other meaning than that of cor- depends upon separation from the their judgment as to what constitutes 
ruption. The first two parables teach world, from everything that goes to Christianity and the kingdom of 
a mixed condition in which evil holds make up the world as opposed to the Heaven against the positive teaching-
its own with good until the end of the religion of Christ. of the founder of Christianity who 
age, when each, by a process of sep- In all the types and teaching. of the is to sit on the throne of His glory 
aration, receives its appropriate treat- Old' Testament leaven is a symbol of and consummate that kingdom, 
ment. As Trench says, on the parable sjn or corruption. In the New Testa- (To Be Continued) 
of the tares: "We learn that evil is ment there n() exception to this 
not, as so many dream, gradually to principle unless it be in the parable 
wane and disappear before good, but cited| whichj we have seen> is inad_ - •; 
is ever to develop itself more fully, missab]e_ We have in Galatians a de_ f WHEN UP TOWN VISIT f 
even as on the othei side good is to un- cjsjve illustration of the principle em- ? BILLY'S CAFE f 
fold itself more and more mightily phasized. Paul had giv8n them the ; SANDWICHES, CANDIES, PIE f 
also. Thus it will go on until at last pure meal of christian doctrine. The I Chicken Dinner Wed. and Sunday. J 
they stand face to face, each m its ,eaven of Judaism was deposited by Upland, IrnL j 
highest manifestation in the persons chrigtian Jews who insisted upon _ 
of Christ and Antichrist ... Mosaism as well as the gospel and 
Both are to grow, evil and good, till pau] hastens to warn his converts that I T X T  A XT/AT T TQ 1\/T TV • 
they come to a head, till they are the mea] wQuld be rujned .f the leaven | W. Ti. LHJlaiHfe, 1V1. IJ. ( 
ripe, one for destruction and the were al]owed to work j EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT • 
other for full salvation." ? Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. I 
Antichrist is the product of an Confirmation of History | Hartford City, Ind. | 
apostasy in the present age. The Church history has confirmed this 
apostle taught that "the mystery of view in a most startling manner. We ' " 
iniquity" (most fitting expression for know how the leaven of false teach- : .. 
leaven!) was working in his day, and-ing worked until the visible church | City BcH'CgI" Shop > 
that it would continue to work until became an organized system of error • I 
the restraining force which held back and superstition in which a monstrous f DRYACLEANING I 
its consummation should be taken hierarchy tyrannized over the con- | TROUT & WEAVER ! 
away, and then the Man of Sin sciences of men. A new era began, not 
should be revealed. The continuity of by the method supposed by postmillen- [ . 
evil working from the days of the nial exegetes, but by separation from 
apostles and heading up at last into that system of error, and by preaching T Q V (J \T1T1 Id IT ! W\J (1 ( ) f 
Anichrist, prevents a millennium of again the simple truths of Christian- f ^ " Iv-1!!/ XlU VV . L v J. | 
righteousness and peace before the ity. The leaven had done its work I drs^ Hardware Store on ? b , m, , , x, , , . , . i your way down town. ? second coming of Christ. Ihe de- there, and Protestantism began its pro- ; Student Patronage Solicited. I 
velopment of evil makes impossible bation. | Upland - Indiana f 
the coming of the kingdom by church And nQw M &o wg gee? ^ " 
agency in the present dispensation has foum) her ]eaven jn 
Such i. the cent p modernism which is corrupting the I ECONOMY STORE [ 
ing in this group of paiables. very centers of faith, by rationalizing | SHOES for the WHOLE FAMILY | 
Parable of the Mustard Seed stands her schools and seminaries and per- 1 Hosiery, Notions & Rubbers ! 
for outward growth of the organized verting her ministry to rely upon the | Upland, Ind. | 
form of Christianity, in which birds beggarly devices of human wisdom in-
of the air (type of'wicked spirits or stead of trusting the supernatural .. . T 
„ ,, means of grace. Men sitting in theo- • • 
foices, as t e paia e o le sowei^ ]0g.jcaj chairs and standing in the pul- I FUJI & COMPANY f 
suggests) find lodgment, that oi plts of evangelical churches attribute | Importers and Exporters I 
leaven of false doctrine placed by the ignorance to the Son of God and f JAPANESE ART GOODS f 
church (woman) in her gospel meal, deny His word concerning His return, i E. GUMBAN, Local Agent 
Note that the leaven was hidden in Since the critical assault on the in- V............ 
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QUARTET TRAVELS. 
It pleased the Lord, and was the 
will of Dr. Taylor to send out again 
the quartet which for the past two 
summers have sung the gospel and 
represented our school in the Camp 
Meetings of the Central and Eastern 
states. The members of this quartet 
were Orville French, Stanley Weed, 
Henry Marquis and Harold Kenrick. 
We were disappointed at the last 
moment this year because Bro. Weed 
was unable to go on account of home 
duties that required his work there. 
Dr. Taylor, however, was still in 
favor of our carrying out the sum­
mer's schedule, so we launched out 
into the work with only three mem­
bers, trusting to find substitutes, if 
not a permanent substitute, as we 
went along. While we were able to 
do this in most of the camps, yet we 
were greatly handicapped and render­
ed a limited ministry to our Lord and 
our school. Nevertheless, God made 
us a blessing to many souls, hundreds 
heard of Taylor University; our own 
souls took a summer session in God's 
school of discipline; and we enjoyed 
a most beautiful and extensive trip. 
So we are praising Him for His lead­
ings, and want now to tell you a little 
about our trip. 
Our first Camp Meeting was Ridge-
view Park, Pa. This is an old camp 
located forty miles east of Pittsburgh 
on the main line of the Pennsylvania 
R. R. We were at this camp last 
year and received a most hearty wel­
come again this summer. Brother 
Cook is President of this camp and is 
a loyal supporter of Taylor Universi­
ty. There were several other Taylor 
students here, among them Brother 
Bonner. We were given full charge 
of an afternoon service in which each 
one of the quartet (trio) spoke of 
different phases of our school, and 
Brother Bonner preached. While here 
we had the privilege of hearing Prof. 
Shaw again, who preached on "The 
Grace of God." 
Our next camp was the historical 
and- sacred Mt. Lake Park, Maryland. 
After an all night ride on the B. & O. 
we stepped off the train on these holy 
grounds. And we esteem them holy 
grounds for here preached all the 
early leaders and founders of the 
Holiness Movement, E. I. D. Pepper, 
John Inskip,- Wm. McDonald and a 
score of others among them God's 
jewel, Amanda Smith. But more than 
this, here God has come down year 
Hart, Schaffner 
& Marx Clothes 
Columbia 
Shirts 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Knox Hats Special discount given to 
Stetson Hats Taylor University students. 
Nunn & Bush 
Shoes 
HELLEYS 
Second and Washington Sts. 
Marion, Ind. 
One of the Largest 
Home=Furnishing Houses 
In the State 
Dependable Furniture— Floor Coverings 
and a Complete Drapery Service 
GOLDEN EAGLE 
is the Students Down-town Headquarters where 
everybody that is enrolled is given 
10% Discount 
on all Clothing and Shoes 
Latest Styles and Lowest Prices 
and that is the reason we have 
Taylor U. Support 
We welcome all Strangers as well as the old students 
Golden Eagle 
Upland - - The home of The Life Service College 
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after year to save and sanctify souls ingdale, N. Y. in the heart of the Adi- in a grove of giant pines, we found 
b y  t h e  h u n d r e d s .  I n d e e d  w e  f e l t  i t  r o n d a c k s .  F o r  a b o u t  f o r t y  m i l e s  o u r  a n o t h e r  h i s t o r i c a l  c a m p ,  M o o r e s ,  N .  Y .  
a privilege to even be on these train followed the rugged shores of This was the best equipped, arranged 
grounds, much more to minister from Lake Champlain. This is a very strik- and managed camp that we had found 
the platform. Dr. Taylor arrived for ing body of water in appearance. Its in our travels. But this is only half 
the last Sunday of the camp and deep blue waters lie as a barrier to the truth, for there was a band of 
preached at both the morning and the Green Mountains of Vermont workers and supporters there that 
night services. In this camp a young which are piled up in the background, stood uncompromisingly for full sal-
man was converted and before the For the first time, to our knowledge, vation and God prospered them spirit-
meetings closed he had won his entire we rode with a sanctified conductor, ually and materially. There was some 
family and they were all there the whom we met at Seven Oaks. From old fashioned praying through here, 
last Sunday, a verification of the time to time he pointed out to us the A telegram came while here telling 
promise "Believe in the Lord Jesus many historical places of interest, for 0f a death and caused us to hasten 
Christ and thou shalt be saved, and example, Old Fort Ticonderoga, the back west, thus making Moores our 
thy house." flag crested wall of which we saw last camp. 
Dr. Taylor afforded us a rare treat quite clearly on the other side of the «Xake my vojce and let it sing 
in taking us overland from Mt. Lake lake. We changed cars at Plattsburg, Always only for my King." 
to Pittsburgh in the Buick. We had the great military camp, and took a ' —HAROLD KENRICK. 
paved roads entirely and scene after typical mountain train for Blooming- ^ 
scene of mountain and forest beauty dale in the center of the Adirondacks. ,<js £bjg a train?" the salesman 
greeted us as we wound through and G. J. Kunz, President of the Nation- asked the conductor. 
over the Alleghenies. al Holiness Association, is also Pres- «Qf course it is," was the reply 
For lack of space we will have to ident of this camp and ably conduct- thought so, would you mind my 
omit some camps. ing it. While not a large camp it was getting- out to see what it is fast to?" 
From the Syracuse, N. Y. Camp we a spiritual success and the loyalty of 0 
had an unexpected scenic ride to Bea- tbe PeoP'e was shown when money THE MODERN PROBLEMS. 
con, N. Y. Our train followed the and material was pledged to erect a . 
historic Hudson River, with its Cats- frame tabernacle for 1922. A tent Modar}i problems multiply. The 
kills in the background down to Bea- was u?ed this year- The fact that the cbristian church js said to be face 
Prfaching of de?nite S8COnd blessin* to face with many new problems 
From the Beacon Camp we took the 01"eS!S. wal. S Wa's Nearly demon created by the aftermath of the World 
boat, Heinrick Hudson, of the Hudson s ''a*'61 111 ls ca™P- - listian ^yal. Questionnaires are sent out. 
,, T. „T -17 i nu colored lady, a cook from a nearby , , , • • . River Day Line, to New York City. . surveys are made, to ascertain just 
„ , . ,, , , sanitarium, had attended several , , ,, ,. , Our hearts were awed as the boat . ' , , , what the problems are; and then 
.  .  ,  , ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  . . .  m e e t i n g s  a n d  a v o w e d  t h a t  s h e  s a w  .  ,  .  ,  slipped into the greatest harbor m the ... . ... . ... bramy leaders proffer various solu-
,, , . • , nothing in sanctification. Finally, .. . ... world, and we saw towering sky- , , , , tions. It is all so unnecessary, and it 
scrapers to our left and the noted °n e as un< ay nlf ^ s 6 c ecK et js ad so pathetic, to one who turns to 
Statue of Liberty to our right. We to n°" °r el"se " CC0H y f e the Word of God and believes that 
disembarked and without mishap got ^am® ° ne a al an< Piayei , , yyQr(b There are no modern problems. 
. , T , , , - Lord, if this is the truth show me. ' , ,, , . . , a car for Freeport, Long Island. This ' . The so-called modern problems are 
camp was small but has a promising 8 a( playeC SCar8e y *ve mmu eR created by the modern way of solving 
future. It was our privilege for the 8 pm . e ' f1 e IumPe' them. That modern way leaves out 
first time to sit under the teaching ® ou lnR 0 nel ee ' 11 s waving lel regeneration as the only and all-suffi-
of Dr. D. F. Brooks. He is a New bands ln tbeair and f>ng her dent so]ution Leaying that out> of 
Testament scholar, preaching almost eal exc aiming, > erU.h ,laS course there follows a vast crop of 
entirely from his Greek text, and es- <=leansed my heart I didn t think there baffHng prob]ems But if the profess. 
tablishing the doctrines of holiness be- " as any 111 1 u le las 1 01le 1 ' ing Christian church as a whole would 
yond controversy. If mosquitos "nib- ^ ,Sf"C lT'e.S m„ ' °.U ' ' S.°1? turn away from these superficial prob-
ble" in Indiana, they "devour" on 8' 0, 'V' a ura ;v qa,et' 8'ueRS sh^ iems and devote itself to telling men 
Long Island. ^anted to exel'™e her new found ^ they arfi ^ and ^ they may 
After a very spiritual meeting with ' el y" ' n< she (1'd' Ha.lelujah. bg savg<, thr h faith in the Lord 
the Pennsylvania Dutch at Reading, This is a Godless country, most of the ^ christ am, the tance of 
Pa., we returned to New York state '"habitants are summer reporters and h.g Wood at(jncment in their behalf. if 
going to the Seven Oaks Camp at ^ye no place or time for the man of thg church wouk, then show saved> 
Schenectady. Bros. John Hatfield and owevei. a eu o em. born.agajn men that they have in 
C. W. Butler were preaching here and Tlos y Catholics, came to the services. christ an<l the Hoiy gpirit all-sufTi-
God gave them great victory during This was also Brother Gouthey's cient wisdom and power to know and 
the closing days of the camp. This home country, and we see now the rea- to do the whoIe wi)] of God in an 
camp is located in the center of a son for his rugged constitution and in- theh. everyday duties and relation-
triangle of cities, Schenectady, Troy tense love of nature. ships—then the modern problems 
and Albany and theiein has a wondei- Again we took the train and pene- would disappear like vagrant mist 
ful opportunity. Let s piay that God tinted the lake dotted northern p;r t before the noon-dav sun. Are we let-
will help them to "possess the land." of the Adirondacks coming out on thp ting Christ solve all our own problems 
With gratefulness and expectation range that slopes down to the St. on his terms and his alone? 
in our hearts we left Troy for Bloom- Lawrence. On this gentle slope, hid —S. S. Times. 
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ATHLETICS "Live in the first person, criticizing "And He Went a Little Farther" 
yourself rather than condemning 
Hamburgs vs. Sirloins others. Matt. 26:39. 
The "steaks" ran away with the i<T • . ,, , n ... ... TT , T . Live m the singular number, car- Gustave Woemer. second game with the Hamburgs, John . ... 
, • . & , . - , . TT m8 more for the approval of your own 
Shilling, star forward ot the Ham- . ,, . , ... e . ,, conscience than for popularity with 
burgs, was absent and this gave the many ' Are you sorely pressed by trials? 
Sirloins the chance they wanted. The ' ' Do you say I can't endure ? 
final score was 11-9. "And inasmuch as we must have Just remember in the conflict, 
Limburgers 14—Livers 10 some verb to conjugate we cannot do Only fire makes gold pure. 
Saturday, Oct. 1st, a new "Black better than to take the one we all Do not chide with God your Father, 
horse" team appeared and cleaned up used both in Latin and in English "Jesus went a little farther." 
the Livers, a tribe of old timers at amo, I love. I live in the spirit of an 
T. U. The "strong scented" five led intelligent good will that all the ac- jjoes great darkness shroud your 
from the start and exhibited some tivities of my life may be brought into pathway 
very clever passing and team work, a unity of purpose." which obscures the face of God, 
lhey were all new students, but they —Selected. As you penetrate it slowly 
give promise of real basketball for Leaning on His Word, your rod? 
this season. 0 Keep on going! Fear no danger, 
Livers ^ ^ """limburgers A DOZEN "ROLLING SHOTS" "Jesus went a little farther" 
Shaffer R. F Griffiths 
Bed well L. F Means Do you pray with faith unf,inchinff ? 
r» r« «o m » Trip , , . . , . Yet it seems God closed the sky, Bragg C. Spike Ellison The greenest thing in the world is 
Seelig - L. G Earl Smith to have the blues Do not grieve your Lord by doubting-
Slagg L. G Earnest Smith Do not even ask Him—why ? 
Limburgers vs. Pork Chops If your religion does not save and Do like Jesus did, pray harder 
Friday, Oct. 7th, McGrew's Lim- keep you from sin it: is a fallure- For "He went a little farther." 
burgers won from the Pork Chops, Too hard to please. We wish it 
another "scrap" team. The game was wouicl rain and as soon as it begins Is the burden for lost sinners 
very close and good throughout. The we wish it would dear off. Crushing you with agony ? 
final score was 14-11. That with Paul yon cry beneath it, 
The Line-up If actions speak louder than words "Let my soul, accursed be!" 
Limburgers Pork Chops then rain must be wetter on Sunday Truly, this is heavenly ardor, 
Griffits R. F J.' Shilling than any day in the week. But "He went a little farther." 
Heans F Stagg That cooking stove in the basement 
Ellison c- French ,g like]y to hinder the spiritual growth Are you suffering without measure? 
Earl Smith R. G W. Rose ^ Church. Ho you say I'll pay the price, 
Earnest Smith L. G. C. Shilling Suffer anything for Jesus, 
"Freshies Threatening Victory Love and hatred do not occupy' the ,<gg a ]jvjng sacrifice!" 
The "Freshie" team, lately organ- same space; when one goes m the Byen thoug.h you be a martyr, 
ized, are giving promise of some ex- other goes out. "Jesus went a little farther." 
traordinary basketball on the T. U. , . ... . „ ~ . T. , Your weakness will not excuse you. Q iloor. Four of the famous Limbur- . ,, , . , „ . . .  T  ,  H e  g i v e t h  p o w e i  t o  t h e  f a i n t ,  
gers, two Livers, and the Johnson & If the conceit were taken out of 
brothers will furnish material for this you might memorize the whole gome peop]e tbere would be nothing-
team. This aggregation may be light Bible but unless you obey its teach- to bury, 
in weight but it will be fast as jngs you will never make the devil 
greased lightning. So, look out, you howL Do what's riSht> come what may-
Seniors or you will get smashed. ^ ^  ^ for yQU to push pell„ He who hopes for tomorrow seldom 
° ,. - 4- Tt is sensible as worries about the failures of yester-
A THRESHOLD RESOLVE FOR me!1 mto anythlnb- Jt ls s«islble a. ^ 
THE YEAR well as scriptural to wait on the Lord 
If you are in your Father's keep- Except for an occasional funeral 
"Live m the active rather than the what uga is it- for you to bother some men «'ou,d "ever see the lnslde 
passive voice, intent upon what you wha(_ ^ neighbors are talking °f a church. 
can do rather than upon what may " 
t about! A wise man baits his hook with m-nappen to you. . 
"Live in the indicative mood, not Cheer up! All the trials and tests fiohy, while tie oo ait. us win 
the subjunctive, concerned with the that come into your life are for your impertinence. 
facts as they are rather than as they good. It is much easier to acquire a fault 
might be. ^ than it is to inspire- a virtue. 
"Live in the present tense concen- . , , , , 
trating upon the duty at hand, with- If it is worth while to be sanctified Don t think that because a cat looks 
out regrets for the past or worry it is woith while to have something the picture of innocence it is wise to 
about the future. ' worth sanctifying. 'eave it alone with the canary. 
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KEEVER'S CAFE 
FOR HOT LUNCHES AND 
SHORT ORDERS 
Oysters in Season. 
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind. 
THE PRAYER BAND 
The Prayer Band is one of the 
best organizations in our school. 
Hence it should be attended by all 
praying students and members of the 
faculty. Those who do not pray are 
invited in order that God may have 
an opportunity to speak to them about 
their soul's condition. 
Tuesday night, Oct. 11th, we had a 
most delightful time in the Lord. The 
song service was inspiring; the pray­
ers were right to the point, and Rev. 
Walter Fleagle brought us a message 
which God honored. One soul was 
saved for which we give the Lord all 
the glory. Our Heavenly Father never 
disappoints His children who fully 
trust Him. Real prayer moves the 
hand of God—John 15:7. 
Tuesday night, Oct. 18, we had an­
other inspiring service. In the ab­
sence of our Pres. Bro. Orville French, 
the meeting was opened by Miss 
Walker. There were many in attend­
ance and several requests for prayer 
were given; some for friends, some for 
relatives, and some for revivals. 
Bro. Gumban, a Philippino student 
brought the message. His subject 
was "Belief," and his talk was well 
given. It was a timely message as we 
are looking forward to a revival this 
term. Let all who attend this ser­
vice remember that we must believe 
when we pray that God will answer; 
otherwise our prayers will never be 
able to change things. 
God has been honoring the Band as 
a whole and also as individuals for 
efforts put forth in prayer for lost 
souls. J-esus Himself was a man of 
much prayer. And since He prayed 
we should do likewise, and make the 
Prayer Band a great dynamo through 
which the Holy Ghost can work. 
Jesus said, "Men ought always to 
pray, and not to faint." 
—H. M. A. 
HOLINESS LEAGUE 
Those who "have no use for mis­
sions" are opposing Jesus Christ. He 
said: "Go ye into all the world and 
preach the gospel to every creature.' 
For the second time this fall we 
are glad to announce through t, e 
Echo, God's choicest blessings upon 
the League—blessings not only of spe­
cial Spirit visitations upon the "sheep 
of the fold" but also in saving and 
sanctifying those who need such 
works. 
In our first meeting, Friday evening, 
September 30th, no less than six souls 
were washed and made clean by the 
blood of Jesus. How happy were 
these to begin the school year with 
the knowledge that "Christ may dwell 
in your hearts by faith" and "Old 
things are passed away and behold 
all things are become new." The 
apostle said: "Behold all controversy, 
great is the mystery of Godliness." 
But the prophet said concerning the 
way of Holiness: "It shall be for 
those; the wayfaring men, though 
fools shall not err therin." According­
ly, a theological knowledge of Holi­
ness is not essential to the experience. 
Thank God, some are becoming par­
takers "Of the heavenly gift" and are 
sanctified. 
On Friday, October 7, God again 
visited the League and showed Him­
self strong in behalf of those who 
sought Him. Five or six were either 
saved or sanctified. May these also 
go on their way rejoicing, "For there 
is no respect of persons with God." 
"Come unto me all ye that labor and 
are heavy laden and I will give you 
rest." 
The third meeting was led by Bro. 
Pugh from New Jersey. This was a 
time of feasting. Eveiyor.e who was 
there certainly felt the presence of 
the Holy Ghost for, ''Did not our 
hearts burn within us" as we sat to­
gether to worship God in the beauty 
of Holiness? 
"Now unto Him who is able to do 
exceeding abundant1 v above all that 
we ask or think bo glory in 
the Church by Christ Jesus through­
out all ages, world without end, 
Ameri." 
—REPORTER. 
ALL NEW AND LATEST MUSIC f 
at BUTLER'S first \ 
7 
We make a specialty of 
RENTING PIANOS 
AND VICTROLAS 
To Students at Special Rates. 
! BUTLER MUSIC CO. 
5th and Washington St. 
Marion, Ind. 
TUTTLE 
"SEZ" 
* Attend My 
OCTOBER SHOE SALE 
| Beginning October 1st 
? Special Prices — Large Stock, 
f Special Discount to Students. 
I TUTTLE SHOE CO. 
f Hartford City - Ind, 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined j 
f and registered Optometrists. f 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 
MARION, IND. 
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VOLUNTEER BAND 
The Volunteer Band met Monday 
night, Oct. 17th, and listened to a very 
interesting report given by Mr. Davis, 
who was our delegate to the Leader's 
Convention, of the Volunteer Band, 
held at the College of Missions at 
Indianapolis, Oct. 10th. 
Education was the main topic of 
discussion at this convention. The 
bulletin board and poster system was 
adopted by some bands as a method of 
getting missionary information before 
the student body. Also reports of the 
different types of work on the field, 
comparisons of religions, debates on 
missionary topics, and a study of the 
condition of the field were other plans 
proposed and discussed. 
The convention was addressed by 
Dr. Guy of the Pacific Coast School 
of Missions, of Berkley, Cal., on the 
"Urgency of the World Situation." In 
this address he pointed out many rea­
sons why today is our day of oppor­
tunity in doing mission work. The 
one that seemed most important was , 
the rising of race consciousness, es- ] 
pecially among the Orientals, and that 
this consciousness would soon appear 
in race pride and prejudice and these j 
i.i turn will develop into race ambi- j 
tions. Christianity must lead now or > 
it will be forced to follow. The task i 
is great and the untrained cannot • 
lead, therefore we must have devoted j 
and consecrated leaders, as the next i 
ten years will be the crucial years for • 
the Christian Religion. 1 
DR. F. L. RESLER 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 
Upland, Indiana 
NELSON STUDIO 
PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING 
Welcomes You at its new Location 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City 
.ft..*..*..*..! 
RISINGER & HUFFMAN 
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods 
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price; 
with us, it's BOTH. 
Hartford City, Indiana North Side Square 
BRODERICK & BALLXNGER 
Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats. 
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON. 
UPLAND, IND. PHONE 61 
SOANGETAHA DEBATING CLUB 
AFFECTIONS of any of the following f| 
parts may be caused by nerves inn 
Office—Bell Flats. Phone 310 
pinged at" the spine by a subluxafed 
brain vertebra. 
EYES 
EARS 
NOSE _ 
THROAT 
ARMS 
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28 Years Experience 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
The Soangetaha Debating Club met 
on the first Saturday evening of the 
school year and began a campaign for 
new members. This campaign was 
highly successful and the results, as 
shown by later meetings, promise a 
highly intere: ting year for the Indian 
maidens. 
The social life of the club began 
with a reception to the new girls' 
debating club, the Mnankas. The 
most novel feature of this reception 
was the journey through Dreamland. 
In the land of Bad Dreams, the 
travelers' learned the sad effects of 
eating too much mince pie; in the 
land of Good Dreams, their futures 
were brightly painted. They were 
recalled from their travels by an 
alarm clock and a maid, announcing 
breakfast. 
The Soangetahas extend their best 
wishes to their sister club for a profit-
1 
Sp. ecial Discount Given To Taylor University) Students 
"The Best Place To Trade After All" 
SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE 
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop. 
Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions 
PHONE 1084 UPLAND, INDIANA 
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able year and they are eagerly 
awaiting the time when they may 
meet them in friendly contest. 
—REPORTER. 
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB 
On Saturday evening, Oct. 8th, the 
club held an extremely interesting 
meeting, the most important feature 
of which was Parliamentary Drill. 
After the motion, to the effect that 
Taylor should have a fire department, 
was made, all the machinery used in 
Congress was brought to bear on the 
question. While some parts were 
ridiculous to the nth degree, the drill 
was nevertheless exceedingly helpful 
and not a member or visitor who was 
present would say that the time was 
not well spent. 
Following this order of the day, the 
resignation of Mr. E. W. Pilgrim as 
reporter was read and accepted and 
the undersigned elected. 
On the following Saturday evening, 
the new members were accepted unan­
imously by the club. Those who have 
joined our club are: Lyell Rader, Jr., 
Daniel Radar, Paul Rader, Wyatt 
Smith, Ray P. Stansbury, Frank 
Gehring, Arthur Rehme, C. L. Rum-
ball, Harlowe Evans, Rosell Miller, 
Harold Eaton, Kenneth Johnson, 
Thomas Guy, Sprague Willard, Her­
bert Broyles, William Dunn and 
Wesley M. Briggs. 
A fine club spirit was shown 
throughout the meeting, and the old 
members gave the new fellows a rous­
ing welcome. 
The meeting was then thrown open 
to the debate on the question: "Re­
solved: That all colleges and univer­
sities in the U. S. should be coedu­
cational." Messrs. Hightower and 
Gumban won for the affirmative and 
Messrs. Fletcher and Teed defended 
the negative. 
After a very good report by the 
critic, the club adjourned, and all en­
gaged in an old fashioned good-fel­
lowship hand-shake. 
We are endeavoring to make our 
meetings as helpful as possible and 
yet keep them interesting. The new 
fellows who have come into the club 
will agree that it is well worth their 
time, and we are sure that none will 
ever be sorry they signed with the 
"Eulogs." Visitors will always find a 
hearty welcome. 
—"WALLY" 
EUREKA 
Nov. 8th, Saturday evening, the 
Eureka Debating Club met for its 
regular session, in Room 9. 
The meeting was brought to o-der 
by the President, and then given over 
to snappy parliamentary drill, in 
which the visiting member- took ac­
tive part. This was followed by a 
short business meeting, which wound 
up the Eureka "doings" for the night. 
Saturday, 15th. "Resolved: That the 
United States should set an imme­
diate example for total-disarmament." 
This was the question debuted and 
those unfortunate ones who were un­
able to attend, will never know what 
they missed. 
The affirmative side of the question 
was ably and successfully upheld by 
Messrs. John Mabuce and Earl 
Fiddler. While the negative, which 
came within an inch of victory, was 
supported by Messrs. Harold Slagg 
a.nd Edwin Briggs. 
After the debate, the club had a 
business session and all applications 
for membership from new students, 
were read before the house. These 
were unanimously approved of, and 
were acted upon according to the 
rules of the constitution. Following 
this, officers for managing the Eureka 
baseball and basketball teams were 
elected. Mr. P. Olson was elected 
baseball manager and Mr. H. Slagg 
for the basketball manager. 
o 
J'HALONIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
Upland - Indiana 
I 0. C. BOWEN & CO. 
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
i GROCERIES, 
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It is easier to criticize people than 
3 appreciate them, 
The first program of the Thalonian 
Literary Society was held in Shreiner 
Auditorium, Friday evening, Oct. 7th. 
A large crowd was present. 
The piano solo by Miss Mary Shaw 
and the vocal solo by Miss Mable 
Landon were greatly enjoyed by the 
audience. The president, Mr. Eugene 
Pilgrim, gave a very interesting and 
helpful address using for his subject 
the society motto, "Know Thyself. ' 
He first explained the meaning of the 
motto showing that we should know 
our faculties, develop them and find 
a place for them in life. He pointed 
out that this was necessary for self 
development to meet the needs of the 
church, and to meet the needs of the 
world. He also emphasized the fact 
that it was possible to do this—first, 
by knowing God and then by joining 
one of the literary societies. 
The three act tragedy, "Kanable 
Isle," proved to be quite good with 
its strange curtain, flickering foot-
We Appreciate Your Trade 
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! HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Upland State Bank 
Upland, Ind. 
CAPITAL $25,000.00 
SURPLUS AND PROFIT, 
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H. T. CONNELLY, President 
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lights and unusual background. 
The Pantomime by Miss Wilodene 
Countryman and the vocal selection 
by Mr. L. Diaz were very pleasing. 
The program would not have been 
complete without the reading of the 
Thalonian Review, which was given 
by Harold Slagg. The program was 
indeed quite a success. 
The "Thalos" met again for a busi­
ness meeting in Society Hall on Fri­
day afternoon, Oct. 14. New officers 
were elected to the vacant offices. The 
new officers are: Mr. Bush, Yell lead­
er; Miss C. Churchill, Secretary; Mr. 
R. W. Teed, Editor of Thalonian Re­
view; Mr. H. Higgins, Sgt. at Arms; 
Mr. O. W. French, Baseball Manager; 
Mr. J. Johnson, Boys Basketball Man­
ager; Miss Lillian Armstrong, Girls 
Basket Ball Manager; Mr. A. C. 
Rehme, Reporter. 
O 
It takes a hot fire to purify gold. 
PHILALETHEAN LITERARY 
SOCIETY 
Friday evening the Philos presented 
an excellent program to a well filled 
auditorium. The program consisted 
of a vocal solo by Mr. McGuffin, bass, 
who was heartily encored; a reading 
by Burke White who responded with 
an encore; a vocal duet by Misses 
Mildred am! Do; is Atkinson who were 
called back for a second selection; 
The Philo Standard, with its usual 
"hits;" a concerto rendered by Miss 
Helen Hal! with Dr. Westiake at the 
second piano; and a special number 
presented by the following: 
G. Ayresi Count de Lunatic 
Donald Wing Maurico, Lover 
"Dan" Rader Leanora, Lover 
Paul Rader A Servant 
W. Ayres A Soldier 
In the operatic tragedy the "111 
Treated Travator." The boys were 
dressed for their parts and from all 
reports it was a success. 
Saturday evening the Philos en­
joyed a backwards party to which 
they came with their apparel reversed. 
They were met at the door of the 
Gymnasium by the two hostesses of 
the evening with a hearty "Good bye, 
come again." Refreshments were 
served on the bottom side of the plates 
and the sandwiches were composed 
of pieces of bread between the so-
called filler. While the refreshments 
v. ere being enjoyed a farewell speech 
was delivered. Games followed the 
refreshments until a welcome speech 
gave the signal to leave. Everybody 
had a good time and it was discovered 
that lets of folks aren't nearly as 
backward as they seem. 
—W. AYRES, Reporter. 
— o 
Dr. Wray in Bible 6 telling of a 
certain missionary: 
"I remember it very well, let me 
see it was about 22 decades ago." 
SPORTING GOODS 
Write us and 
we will  call  on you 
We equip Basket 
Ball and Athletic 
Teams of all  kinds 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
Men's Wear, Boy's Wear, Women's Wear, Children's Wear, Millinery, Evening Wear, 
Footery, Furnishings, Accessories of Dress, Furnishings of Dress. 
E. Side Square Marion, Ind. 
The Quest for Authoritative Attire for All Occasions 
-Ends Very Frequently Here 
Shopping is keen sport-there's that indescribable anticipation of finding 
what you seek—of finding it just as clever in concept and as individual in 
charm as you had fondly imagined it truly would be. And when the mode— 
your mode is found, and it does fulfill your ideals—how much more delightful 
when its price is the price you wish to pay—Such is shopping here—this is 
why so many quests for distinguished apparel end here. 
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